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SirflARY 

An inproved XM-76 stabilized viewing d?vice was tested in a 
scout helicopter flight scenario.    Target acquisition performance 
was significantly correlated with the airsickness ratings of an 
onboard experimenter.    Since there was no significant difference 
between the magnitude cf the symptoms observed when the device wa^ 
stabilized and the magnitude when caned, the stabilization feature 
proper could not be identified as a problem source.   Parts II and 
III of the report (in preparation) will deal with inflight measures 
of airsickness potential and the laboratory evaluation of individual 
susceptibility to airsickness respectively. 
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INTRODliniON 

Recently the Nnval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (NAMRL) 
was asked1 to evaluate the XM-76 i^Tostabi 1 izcd monocular viewinR 
device in response to a reported nausea problem during air-to-ground 
observation.    At about the same time, the U.S. Amy Aviation Systems 
Comand was considering this type of device as a target acquisition 
aid in the product-improved scout helicopter, and requested2  the U.S. 
Amy Aeromedical Research Laboratory (USAARl.) to "determine if crew 
members of a helicopter will experience vcrtico or airsickness using 
optical devices to view terrain."   Although previous studies of the 
XM-76 have been conducted V»'/'» 7»8, thev were in the main subjective 
evaluations of target acquisition and did not directly address the 
nausea problem. 

As a result of this mutual Armv/N'avv interest in the same opera- 
tio:.al problem, and because of the complernen'larv facilities and 
experiences of the two laboratories,  it was decided to develop a 
prototype procedure for evaluating viewing devices of this type. 
Several  features of the prototype procedure were agreed upon.    First, 
it was considered necessarv to have measures of Inflight visual 
performance as an indication of the extent to which the viewing devices 
were being used effectively.    Some visual tasls arc nauseogenic dur- 
ing motion, but it is fairly simple to avoid nausea bv closing the 
eyes,    lor this reason, a measure of visual performance was deemed 
necessary.   Moreover, the use of the inHight tasl provided a measure 
of the specific performance of interest.    Second, it was considered 
desirable to have a standard set of flight maneuvers during the 
visual performance.   Third, since the number of subjects available 
to participate in such experiments  is limited, it was considered 
desirable to assess visual and vestibular functions of participating 
subjects, with a view toward establishing that the croup would 
represent a normal range of reactivity to motion,    i rom I'SAARl./IWRL 
working conferences, specific objectives planned were development of 
a quantitative measure of air-to-ground visual acuity over on instru- 
men.ed target range; selection of an inflight experimental protocol 
for the viewing task proper that required the sane amount of visual 
effort from each participating subjec*; selection of a series of 
repeatable flight maneuvers representative of the oper.   lonal situa- 
tion but which,  in themselves, would not be overly provocative of 
motion sitkness; development of a method for the airborne rating of 
the airsickness reactions of the subjects while using the viewing 
devices; and development of a laboratory-based scries of visual/ 
vestibular tests to evaluate the visual and vestibular function and 
motion sickness susceptibility of the group of participating subjects. 



In a pre 1 ininary effort to meet these ohitctives, ;« joint 
USAARl./N/VM. stulv was developed in which .. flipht phase would 
be conducted at the Armv facility followed by a laboratory evalua- 
tion of motion sickness susceptibility at the .Vm facility. In 
flight, the subject would be tasked with target identifications 
while bcin« exposed to a series of flight maneuvers in the IBM 
helicopter. (Concurrently, an onboard observer would rate selected 
airsickness symptom that might arise during the course of the flight. 
A total of three flights would be required for each subject. In 
the first flight, which served primärilv as an indoctrination run, 
the subject would perform the target identification task without the 
assistance of the viewing device, lor the second flipht, half of the 
subjects would use the XM-76 viewing device with its internal stabili- 
zatirn system caged (no stabilization), and half would use the device 
in its normal stabilized operating node. The order for the two groups 
of subjects would be reversed on the third flipht. Kith this proto- 
col, the stuly had the dual objective of measuring the improvement 
in visual acuity afforded by the stabilization feature of the XM-7h, 
and determining the effect of this stabilization on the reported 
nausea problem. 

This report deals with the over-all results of the flight phase 
of the experiment with particular emphasis placed on the visual 
acuity aspects. A second report1 7 is in preparation that will detail 
the results of the inflight ratings of airsickness symptoms and the 
post-flight questionnaires completed bv the subjects. The results 
of the laboratory tests conducted on each of the subjects at NAMRI. 
will be summarized in a third report1 ^  It is expected that this 
preliminary study, in conjunction with related follow-up studies 
on different viewing devices, will lead to the development of the 
desired prototype experimental plan. 

'IFTHODOÜXr»' AND APPARATUS 

The Xfl-76 fredesignated IVnalens model *1S-Ü23) manufactured by 
Dynascience Corporation is a monocular viewing device with a zoom 
capability. The optical imagf is stabilized bv a gvroscopically 
controlled, variable wedge, fluid prism.  It is powered by either 
an attached battery cassette or by 15-33V DT power. In this study 
28V DC power from the aircraft was used because the mission length 
exceeded the charge of the batten- cassette. The device weighs 
40 oz.10. 



All airborne observation^ uere paäe t rrr1 tin' nbsen'er's 
seat  (left front.) of » ll1 II! hcl icoptor NctMMn Itflfi hrs and 14^0 
hrs anil only on ila\^  in which the irisiMitv ■•'•is ^rc.itrr than ten 
kilortcters. 

IVentv nine ^ubiect1- were n f !.     MI  vote cnrrM^inne»! officers 
in the  \mv.     Iwo had I'mdn-it^' fi m T)IC  rotan* win»' flieht training 
pro^riin, one had corploted ''4 hottm   in th<^ rotan- uinr prorrnn', and 
the remaimlor were onterinr stiklent?.    Ml  subiect^ bad previous 
flirht experience either as civili-ui private pilots or as pa?senders 
in Arm\- tactical orxMations. 

The test  course was ninr kilowpters  in  leneth o.er slii'iitlv 
rolling farm and wood lamb. 

Fach subi^ct  flow one flirhf  on each o<   t'trer separate davs.    A 
flipht assisted of five pssse* at the tarcets.    I'asses one and f've 
were tlmm -traipht to the targets.    I'as-,.-    two and tour were "pop iip' 
maneuvers  in which the aircraft would fly helow the line of siplr. to 
the tar/ets  then increase altitude until  the tarret area was just 
visible anil repeat thi< evele a- he approached the targets.    Pass 
three consisted of continuous "^" tunis with heading chanpes ^n to 4ii 
degrees   Mther side of the center-line.     Ml jmnmn were floun at 
55 knots to renain out of the dead nan's portion of the enpine 
failure orvelope. 

Hie  fir^r ■Uv'-   flicht v'i; naJe u-Mnr onlv tiie unaided eve.    op 
the second tlnv,  in order to preyent hiiiseH result^ fror« leaminc 
effects, half of the suhiect-- usc^l the X" 7#  in a cared mode fas a 
control)  and !ia]f used  it as a stabilized viewini' device.    Their 
roles were then reversei' on the thir! dav.    Th;- <ul-i<cts vere not 
told which, node was beinr used.     In both nnctes,  the V-^t was a 
power monocnl ir ciewim' device1.     "»Ithoueh the VM ~t   has a :oor 
capability  fror l,SU to 12Y,   it was used   in the 7\ node throurhout 
to prevent confoundini' :oor effects with the stabilization effects 
which we were   «tydKrine. 

I'he subiect's  first tasl  m eac!' fmm was to locate 1+u target 
area with the imaided eve before viewinr throuch the ^'-76 (except 
on the first dav when all stfhtiltp was with naled eve only).    He 
then refiorted when he could detect the tareet panels followed by 
when he could distinguish that then   were two separate panels.    The 
targets on the panels were I.ambit '"'s as shown  in l:ipure 1.    Tarpet 
*1 was twice as lari'e as "2 v\hir,i,   in turn, was twice the si:e of 
tarpet  "?>.     The nap  in the C, vbiih coul.l be  in .uiv one of eipht 
possible positions, was controlled by ground personnel at the 
tarpet  sites.    Tbe subiect's  final  ta^V  was to rejtort  the pap 
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position,     ■ ■   i     '   : •:.■   • ■        n    was ti^cd.   Hie <tihi«'(.'t K.T- 
rapestodlv rootle ti.1 *•■   "iu<- position of tin.- $m M soon 
as In.  mporftd tfart  he c   •'■ ;   etod  the two pnnols,.    me iriterinn 
for corffdct response    «   • panse5 of the comet oriontittiai of 
the (' in w&ccv ;• . % r ■,• I then diverted hi« .-ittintinn tn th<' 
next mailer taT'pot, as I th pi • kire was rqwatetl. Tfiis ccntirMftd 
until the •ircmfi .-..i-  ■.■.it1 ettn of thf tarset at Nhidi tim 
reservations Nen   •• minated.    fh    riantation o€ the f's ware randomly 
selected md dimi - ' after e»c\  ■ i 

TARGET Df SIGN I DIMENSIONS 

TAtGfTS ■OATAIll AND Will POSIIIONIO 
IN ONI OF I POSITIONS   X-l/i4M      /IMi 

Htforc each flieht .-inJ .-ifrci mdh pnas at  tho taniot, an auhoafd 
observer evaluated nn.' djeci  list scorad each suhjett relative to 
<c!orto>! air■ ivl-ncs-  «ynptows includiiifi pallor, Mpeatinp*, facial 
exnres-;i^n,   inJ  inflii'rt anxiety.    \ second ohsen'or performed a 
similar evalttttion  innediately followinc the flirht.    Piese ohse'Ter 
ratings were  totaled .ml the resultant M* nsad as an ovor-all  ratine 
of airsickne*--  n-^cept ibi 1 i t\' on an inilivulual   suMect basis.    At the 
enJ of the second anii third  flirlits, tin   subjects were raqsdrad to 
c •mfilctc- a   iue<tinnnaire which ilcalt vvitb their subjective ev.dnation 
of the p-. rfornajice of the device an.I anv obsen'ed airsickness reactions, 



ribservation ili^t.inces were conputed usii^ the Aeromedieal Research 
Laboratory's radio-radio ranpe sv^ter nn hoard the aircraft16.   The 
system consists of four uround transmitters located on the comers of 
I 10 mile ^oiiare piving 100 square rules of rani'inp area.    Distances 
for this studv were accurate to SO meters through the 9000 meter course. 

KliSin.TS 

TMur i 

sir»wRY OF T\ri larr AIRSKWSS sY»»pm»is mn&m BY TIIF WBOARD 
ExmtpfifiHm BW HIK "nmv VIFWINT rrvTtiTTiA's or iw sTunv. 

Statistical simarv for the entire suhiect proup (n«29) 

I'naidcd eve 
fno vicKini' deviceJ 

XM-7H 
fCaRed) 

XM-76 
(Stahilized) 

f^roup mum toA bl.l 55.2 

Standard deviation 5.9 20.0 15.5 

Standard error 1.1 3.7 2.9 

The proup mean, standard deviation, and standard error of the 
mean of the airsickness evaluation made hv the two observers are 
listed in Table I  for the three different flipht conditions.   Fipures 
2, 5, and 4 show distance? for panel detection, distineuishine two 
separate panels, and correct identification of the Landolt C positions, 
as a function of the type of flight maneuver, for each of the three 
modes (unaided eye, JW-7i caped, and xy-76 stabilized).    It is in- 
terestinp that in all of these    fipures, the subjects' performance 
with the more denandinp task of detectinp the orientation of the 
Landolt C was equivalent or sliphtlv better on the pop-up maneuvers 
as on the straipht and level passes.    This could possibly be attrib- 
uted to the subierts' awareness of the limited viewinp time possible 
with the pop-up maneuvers.    With the relatively unlimited viewinp 
time in the straight and level passes, the subjects could have been 
more reticent to "guess" until thev were more positive of their 
answers. 
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Figure 5 shows a comparison of the mode of viewing, using an 
average of the five passes, as a function of the device used. It 
can be seen in this figure that the observation distances were 
greater for all detection tasks when the subiects used the »1-76 
in the stabilized mode. The angular resolutions shown in Table 
II were calculated from the observations distances and the size 
of the target panels, distance between the panels, and the size 
of the Landolt C's. 
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TABU   II 

mVi .Wnill.AK SUBT1XS1   (MIN.  OF ARC)  OF TARCITS AI DETRCTION/IPHNTIFIOMION 

i« Tier 
TARHl T .ARRAY« 

DI-TICT 
rwo T.wrarrs** 

IDiNTin' ••• 
TARfiirr M 

MiIATlIT ••• 
T.ARGI-:T •: 

IHI VM17 *** 
TAkCII  «3 

UNAIDI;D ir>-i .3.4 0.94 

■■   '  

0,70 0.65 

»1-76 o\a.i) 
("X MAfKlFICATION) 

3. Oh 0.83 n.SO P. 43 n.2<i 

Wo STARII,I:I:II 
(7X MAfWIFI&VTION] 

2,79 n.73 0.40 0.38 I1..31 

* Based nn Ifi ft.   length of the tv>o target panels and the  )  ft. separation between then.    (See Fig     1 

*• Rased on four ft.  separation between the two target panel   . 

••* Rased on gap size of the I.andolt  I'S. 

FT  Rl'CKRR Qb5147 
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DISCUSSION 

Referring, to Table I, the proup mean of 40.6 for the airsickness 
symptoms mainifested during the first flight when the tarpets were 
viewed with the unaided eye represents the reference baseline for 

this subject group. This score indicates that the subject group 
was relatively undisturbed by the viewing task during the five-pass 
flight. As indicated by the group mean of 61.1 for the caged X^-76 
flight and 55.2 for the stabilized XM-76 task, airsickness symptoms 
rose considerably when the visual task involved using an optical 
viewing device. A t-test comnarison of the individual means for 
the three test conditions indicates a statistical difference (ph-ni) 
for both the caged XM-76 flight relative to the unaided eve flight 
(t = 5.29) and the stabilized X^-76 flight (t; = 4.74). The difference 
between the stabilized and caged XM-76 flights was not significant 
(t = 1.25). In this respect, these data indicate that the stabili- 
zation feature proper of the XM-76 did not in itself account for 
the observed rise in airsickness svmptoms in that a comparable 
rise occurred when the device optics were not stabilized. There 
was a low hut statistically significant correlation between airsick- 
ness rating data frs = 0.40, Spearman Rank-Order Con elation) and 
the subjects target identification performance while using the XK,-76 
in the stabilized mode. The correlation was not significant (rs = 
0.30, pL .10) between target identification and results of the 
subjects' self-rating questionnaires. Details pertaining to these 
flights and questionnaire ratings of airsickness will be outlined 
in a separate following report17. A t'trd report18 will summarize 
the laboratory testing phase of the study which was directed toward 
gaining an over-all evaluation of vcstibular function, visual function, 
and motion sickness susceptibility rating of the subiect group. 
Preliminary analysis of the results of these laboratory tests indicate 
that the subject group could be considered average or slightly above 
average in notion sickness susceptibility, although this is subject 
to some interpretation because of the special conditions under which 
the tests were carried out19. 

In 87 flights including 4~5 target passes there were no cases 
of nausea to the point of vomiting. Hne subiect began sweating 
profuselv on his second pass while using the ^'-76 in the control 
fcaged) mode, but wa.s able to complete his five passes.  (He had 
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60 previous flight hours including a private license.) Terminat- 
inp each pass at approximately 1000 meters probahlv helped avoid 
nausea because the relative motion of the aircraft and tarpct was 
slight at distances greater than this. 

The static Snellen visual acuity threshold on normal observers 
is 20/15 to 20/20. All of the subjects were within this range. An 
acuity of 20/15 is represented by a gap size on a bandolt C of 0.75 
minute of arc. Table II shovs the mean angular subtense for the 
unaided eye in flight to be quite near the static threshold. (Identi- 
fication of Target ^1) 

Visual resolution or acuity is a rather complex measure. Many 
parameters (e.g. angular size, contrast, color, observation time, 
figure-ground visual complexitv, luminance conditions, etc.) can 
have a profound effect on the performance results. The targets 
used in this study consisted of Mac' bam'olt T's of standard 
dimensional ratios on a white background yielding a contrast measured 
at the targets of 0.86. nbviouslv, when viewing through optical 
instruments, the contrast and image fidelitv will be altered. Such 
a change is apparent in Figure 5 and Table II. As shown in Figure 5, 
the observation distance to detect the gap in the larger target with 
unaided vision was 169^ m while with the stabilized XM-76 the dis- 
tance was 2960 m. Table II shows that the corresnonding target 
angular subtenses for these distances were 0.70 minutes with the 
unaided eve and 0.40 with the stabilized XM-76. Therefore, the 
gain in performance was less than a factor of 2 (instead of 7) 
with the 7X magnification used in the XM-76. Such a non-linear 
gain can be attributed in part to a loss in contrast and the de- 
graded quailtv of the image presented to the eve. These results 
can be used as an example of any discussion of performance and 
magnification. There is no simple relationship botwen optical 
magnification and visual observation distances. Some compromise 
in image quality is always neccssarv with optical viewing devices. 
The magnitude of the trade-off will dopend upon the quality of the 
optics in each individual instnnnent. 

Figure 5 shows the increased observation distances possible with 
the XM-76 when used in the stabilized mode compared to those found 
with the caged mode. While the differences were slitiht, they were 
statistically significant (p = 0.01, Wilcoxin Matched Pairs, Signed 
Ranks Test). 

In a recent comparison using other stabilization devices with 
the same targets as in this study, four of five of the devices 
produced target acquisition distances which were at least twice 
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as /,reat as those found  in this studv with the X^'^fi19.    However, 
experienced observers served as subjects  in this studv.    Apain, 
there was no nausea in this scenario. 

The Combat Developments Fxperimcntation C!ommand fCIM'C) experiment 
43.67 contained a resolution section  in which the X*'-76 was compared 
with an XM-2(i and an W-27  (other tari-et acquisition siehts).    '!he 
resolution of the X^'-Tfi was 2 1/2  times poorer thrui the other two. 
The CDEC mean resolution  for the X^'-Tö was 2.8 minutes of arc,  the 
same as our finding.    (See Table 11.     ihe anrular subtense of target 
«1 with the XV-7h stabilized is  (0.4)   CXj = 2.8 min.  of arc subtended 
at the eye.) 

CONCLUSIONS 

The use of the denoted optical  device uiuler the flicht rep.imen 
selected  for this studv did not result  in a significant airsicVness 
problem.    It was observed, however,  that the incidence of airsickness 
sN-mptoms rose when the subjects pet formed their assigned visual tasl: 
with the device rather than the unaided eve.    Since there was no 
significant difference between the magnitude of the svrptoms observed 
when the device was stabilized rind the magnitude when caccd,  the 
stabilization feature proper could not be  blentified as a problem 
source.     The data also indicate that tan-et acuuisition performarce 
was significantly correlated with the airsickness ratings of the on- 
board experimenter.    Correlation with the postflight  self-rating 
questionnaire, though  in the same direction, was not  significant. 
The direction of the correlation,   issining it would be sustained 
in repeat testing, s iggcsts that   individuals who maintain good visual 
performance tend to show fewer si.fns of ^ ickness or conversely, those 
who show signs of sickness tended to perform belov  average.     In this 
experiment, liecau e very little airsickness was encountered,  there 
was little opportunitv for potential  relations between airsickness and 
visual performance to become manifest. 

Rbcrm-i'mnnNs 

1. Stabilized viewing devices should be pursued as target acquisition 
ai'K   in the scout helicopter minion. 

2. Additional devices are available now and should he considered a^ 
candidates for the scout helicopter mission. 

3. future evaluations of similar op' ical-viewing devices should use 
the experimental plan outlined  in this renort. 
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